
You approve the price
before we start.

100%
Satisfaction
Guaranteed!

Ask About Our Worry Free Financinig!

Up Front Pricing Guide
Standard Rate

Treasury Rate
For tax payers only.

Same as Standard Rate only
with more places to the left of

the decimal.

Trust us - we will let you know
when you're satisfied.

Unless we tell you otherwise.

Fixed Rate
Lobby your congressman or
senator to fix a price we can't

refuse.

No down payment necessary. All we need is the social
security numbers of your grand children. We'll take care of

the rest.

STIMULUS PRICE

SUPER FLUSH TOILET
APR01-100

Tired of having to flush 2, 3 even 4 times after your talk show host or congressional committee chairman takes care
of business? Our SUPER FLUSH toilet is guaranteed to handle the job, no matter how full of it these guys are.
CAUTION: This unit should be kept off limits to small children.

Standard
$832,000

Treasury

$832
Fixed Rate

$39.00

DELAY FLUSH OPTION
APR01-105

Recommended upgrade for our SUPER FLUSH toilet when purchased by elected representatives, congress
members and/or mayors. We began offering this upgrade after complaints that the toilet failed to discriminate when
being flushed, resulting in numerous embarrassing 911 calls to extract users from the toilet.

Standard
$345,000

Treasury

$345
Fixed Rate

$39.00

GUILT FREE HOT WATER
APR01-110

A clean body AND clean conscience is what you get with our GUILT FREE water heater. What makes this water
heater special isn't the pitifully inefficient burner or the huge tank capacity. Instead, we include a $1,500 carbon
offset credit in the price so that you can use as much hot water as you want, knowing that you have a duly
purchased license to emit. NOTE: Be sure to ask for your $10 instant discount if you drive a Toyota Prius.

Standard
$3,250,000

Treasury

$3,250
Fixed Rate

$39.00

HOURS OF SHOWERS WATER HEATER
APR01-120

Do you have a lobbyist or a congressional committee chairman in your household? Our HOURS OF SHOWERS
water heater will help restore that clean feeling again, no matter how long it takes. They might try it too but there
are no guarantees they'll ever come clean.

Standard
$2,995,000

Treasury

$2,995
Fixed Rate

$39.00

CLIMATE CHANGE AC THERMOSTAT
APR01-140

With all the talk about how humans are roasting the planet, we put our top scientists to work on the problem. We
developed a thermostat with an external anthroprogenic global warming calibration unit which senses climate
change and compensates as needed. Best of all, it works both ways so if the U.N. scientists turn out to be wrong, the
t-stat will reset to normal parameters. NOTE: If you live in costal areas, don't worry - the CCAC T-stat is water
proof so sea levels won't bother it.

Standard
$342,500

Treasury

$343
Fixed Rate

$39.00

LIVING CODE SPECIAL
APR01-155

Available with any service: Don't let some stodgy old committee tell you what to do. We all know that the
plumbing/mechanical codes are living, breathing documents which evolve according to the whims of society. All it
takes is money and we'll interpret the code any way you wish. NOTE: If you're really really important, all you have
to do is ask and get the LCS for free!

Standard
$595,000

Treasury

$595
Fixed Rate

$39.00
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NOTE: All pricing subject to change according to what the EU thinks the price should be.
Ask about our Nationalized Special! 

Take 75% off any listed price (100% or more off if you feel entittled to do so). We'll put you in our queue
for the next available appointment for Nationalized Service. Don't hold your breath.
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STIMULUS PRICE

TARP SPECIAL
APR01-160

Possibly the most innovative service on the market today. Upon payment, we will decide what needs to be repaired
or serviced. Then, we'll do some work, fill out the invoice and let you know what a fine job we did. NOTE: PRICE
LISTED IS FOR THE 50% INITIAL PAYMENT ONLY. You will need to fork over the remainder when we ask
for it.

Standard
$8,000,000

Treasury

$8,000
Fixed Rate

$39.00

HI PRESSURE CLEANING SERVICE
APR01-170

You're probably aware that a great number of us are getting prepared for when TSHTF (aka TEOTWAWKI). Based
upon a scientific observations of sitting politicians, talk show hosts and bloggers we are convinced that when
TSHTF, there will be such vast quantities that it will be next to impossible get out of your home. When it comes
time to Bug Out, you'll be glad you contracted for our jet cleaning service. As soon as TSHTF, just give us a call
and we'll clear the way. ADDED BONUS: When you pre-pay for our jet cleaning service you'll recieve a high
quality, one piece rain suit and nor'wester hat (but it will be up to you to turn your back to TF when TSH it). Note:
If you don't know what TSHTF means then ask anyone you see who is wearing camo while tilling their back yard
garden. We know. The die is cast and it's only a matter of time now before TSHTF.

Standard
$249,000

Treasury

$249
Fixed Rate

$39.00

BONUS WHEELS WITH EVERY SERVICE CALL!
APR01-180

Earlier this year we suddenly found our back parking lot filled with a few million brand new Chrysler and GM
autos. Not wanting them to go to waste, we've decided to give away one new car or truck of your choice with every
service call. NOTES: Must be a taxpayer to qualify. One vehicle per household. Supplies limited, first come first
served. All warranty service handled by Whitehouse auto and towing service.

Save time with our express special: If you owe back taxes, and are NOT a cabinet appointee, we can arrange to have
your vehicle delivered directly to the IRS impoundment lot.

Standard
$30,000,000,000

Treasury Fixed Rate

$39.00

WHOLE HOUSE HEALTH CARE
APR01-190

Join our whole house health care plan and we'll take care of any problem your house has. Plumbing leak? No
problem. Clogged drain? We'll open it right up. Air conditioner not conditioning? We'll cool you off. We'll even fix
that leaky roof. In fact, if you're just bored and need someone to talk to, call us. We'll come out and FIND
something to fix because hey, it's not like it's going to cost you anything. Right?

Oh, by the way, if you're a tax payer, you get the standard rate. Non taxpayers get the fixed rate. No, wait, you don't
understand. Let me put it more succinctly: If you are a tax payer, you ARE going to pay the standard rate. Now.
Whether you want it or not. So get over it.  Procedures requiring more than a bib washer or a closet auger will be
referred to specialists. Learn to endure cold showers so that you'll truly appreciate hot - or tepid - water when you
finally get it.

Standard
$1,750,000

Treasury

$17,500
Fixed Rate

$39.00
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